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FLEXIBLE LABEL FORMATS
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NOBAC 500
LABELLER FAMILY
DEDICATED APPLICATORS AND COATER SLEEVE REPLACEMENTS LESS LANDFILL NO LINER OVER 20 YEARS LINERLESS EXPERIENCE

The Nobac 500 sleever has been
specifically developed for today's
retailers and packers. It's unique,
linerless, adhesive backed labels
eliminate the need for wasteful, nonrecyclable backing papers. The sleever
is an inline machine, designed for
maximum flexibility and eliminates the
need to turn the packs. It is capable of
applying sleeves in five formats, top, top
& side, top & two sides, C-wrap, and
full wrap.
In addition to sleeving fixed weight
product there is the option of linking
the Nobac 500 to weigh scales from a
range of manufacturers for variable
weight product as well as
check weighing.
Production speeds have not been
compromised, in fixed weight mode
120ppm is possible and by linking to
the latest weigh scales over 100ppm is
possible in variable weight systems.
Standard specification,
subject to specific application:Electrical Supply:
Air Supply:
Max Pack Height:
Max Sleeve Length:
Max Sleeve Width:
Coder (optional):
Construction:

240v 50hz
single phase
5 bar 70 psi 40cfm
120mm
500mm
130mm
Markem Smart Date
Stainless steel and
anodised aluminium
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Standard Linerless Labelling
· Reels weigh up to 40% less and take up
40% less storage and transport space
· No need to recycle siliconised
carrier paper
· Lower carbon footprint
· Green labels reduce business costs and
increase environmental sustainability
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Slideable Linerless Labelling
· Slides like a cardboard sleeve
but supplied
on a roll
· Printable up to 300gsm to size
500mm x 125mm
· Automated packing with high
production numbers
· On-demand printing removes the
need for reprints
Ready Meal Slideable
Linerless Labelling
· Slides like a cardboard sleeve but
supplied on a roll
· Printable up to 300gsm to size
500mm x 225mm
· Full sleeve
· Option to feature transparent window
Skin Pack Linerless Labelling
· Ideal for super-protruding
food products
· Fewer and smaller tray styles needed
so less packaging
· Longer shelf life so less waste
· Products can be shipped across
different altitudes
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